An amazing idea :
canteen restaurants

1st part, Presentation

restaurants that sell sandwiches, kebabs, hamburgers
, pizza, tacos or anything
all sell the same food all the time
it is always the same food
It is a bad idea because
No human can eat the same food all the time.
Every human has to keep changing food

a better idea is :
to make a restaurant where food keeps changing
for example :

week 1 : chicken
week 2 : rice,
week 3 : kebabs,
week 4 : soup,
week 5 : spinach,
...
and so on

just like a school canteen and your house !

in every school canteen food keeps changing, otherwise it
would be unbearable for kids
in every house, food keeps changing, otherwise it would
be unbearable for people
this is a very basic principle of life : food has to keep
changing !

2nd part, proof

let's give a proof :

you open a specialized restaurant that sells hot dog,

week 1: hot-dog / James and Anna come
week 2 : hot-dog / James and Anna do NOT come
week 3 : hot-dog / James and Anna do NOT come

James and Anna do not come back,
because they have already eaten a hot-dog

Now you close this specialized restaurant and you replace
it with a canteen restaurant,

week 1 : hot dog / James and Anna come
week 2 : lasagna / James and Anna come

week 3 : mashed potatoes / James and Anna come
week 4 : soup / James and Anna come
week 5 : rice / James and Anna come
...
and so on

James and Anna come to eat every time, because
food keeps changing
The greatness of canteen restaurants is clear
and striking !
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3rd part, Intelligent selection of food

Clients will have the possibility to choose what food
they want next week,
on a piece of paper or on the app
it will be written " what food do you want next week ? "
¤ hot -dog
¤ waffles
¤ onion rings
¤ mashed potatoes
¤ tomatoes

¤ beans

clients will have to put a mark next to the food,
for example, 70 % people voted rice,
then, next week, there will be rice,

canteen restaurants have a social menu
customers use the app to vote the menu they want next
week
a restaurant where menu is influenced from the live input of
the customers
this is a great, fascinating and innovative concept
this will become the new norm
The customers' input makes canteen restaurants even
more amazing !
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4th part, additional proofs and explanation

all restaurants in the world are specialized (static),
food never changes

canteen restaurants are the opposite of that,

they are non-specialized (dynamic)
food keeps changing
just like a school canteen or any house

we saw that specialized restaurants are such a bad idea
we are going to give additional proofs

additional proof 1

these are 3 typical places or city blocks
there are some houses and roads

there are thousands and thousands of foods in the world
every citizen is supposed to have access to them

to do that,
there are 2 options
option 1 -> specialization
option 2 -> non-specialization (canteen restaurant)

specialization is :
" If I want burger, I go to burger restaurant
If I want sandwich, I go to sandwich restaurant
If I want pizza, I go to pizzeria "
...
we keep doing that until we have thousands of foods
that means : we have to build 1 000 restaurants in every place

do you guys see ?!
here is specialization !
it requires to build 1 000 restaurants in every place
do you see how place 1, 2 and 3 look ?
we only put 35 restaurants
and the place is so overwhelmed with restaurants
this is so sick !
I wish you good luck to build the 965 remaining
restaurants, so that people have access to all foods

non-specialization is canteen restaurants
in a canteen restaurant,
food changes every week,
thereby, chefs rotate every week

week 1 -> pizza (pizza chefs)

week 1 -> libanese food (libanese chefs)

week 1 -> mexican food (mexican chefs)

week 2 -> turkish food (turkish chefs)

week 2 -> pizza (pizza chefs)

week 2 -> libanese food (libanese chefs)

week 3 -> mexican food (mexican chefs)

week 3 -> turkish food (turkish chefs)

week 3 -> pizza (pizza chefs)

week 4 -> libanese food (libanese chefs)
...
and so on

week 4 -> mexican food (mexican chefs)
...
and so on

week 4 -> turkish food (turkish chefs)
...
and so on

chefs are rotating
there is an exchange of chefs

do you guys see ?
there are only few canteen restaurants in every place
place 1, 2 and 3 are so much better now
place 1, 2 and 3 look great
people get new foods every week
in the end, people have access to thousands of foods
this concept is very smart
canteen restaurants are amazing
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additional proof 2

in villages,
there is one sandwich restaurant or a pizzeria,
that's only 2 foods here

there are thousands and thousands of foods in the world
people don't have access to all the other foods in the world
people are not getting variety

what to do ?
if we do specialization,
we have to start a massive construction to equip every
village with 1 000 specialized restaurants
if we do non-specialization,
only 1 canteen restaurant will be able to serve thousands of
foods across many weeks
do you see how sick specialization is ?!
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we saw and proved very clearly :

restaurants selling same food all the time are such a
horrible idea,
these restaurants are called specialized restaurants,
they are static
customers get bored with the food very fast
it requires to build so many specialized restaurants in
every place

canteen restaurants of the opposite of that
canteen restaurants are amazing
in canteen restaurants, food changes every week
customers do not get bored with the food
it requires to build only few canteen restaurants in
every place

with that,
customers use an app to choose the menu of next week
this makes things even more amazing

a canteen restaurant beats mc donald's, subway, pizzerias
, hot-dog restaurants, burger king and so on ...
a canteen restaurant beats them all together
and nobody had the idea to make a canteen restaurant yet
canteen restaurants are going to be a revolution !

